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              The birth of Facebook 

      The innovation I choose to write about today the changes brought to 

our lives by this new app called Facebook. What is it? and Is it really safe 

and secure for us? These are questions that many people first asked when 

Facebook was created and launched.   

      Since the launch of Facebook many people have signed up and began 

looking for their friends, family and people they went to high school with. 

Facebook has begun to make our lives easier but could Facebook possibly 

harm us. On February 4,2004 a man by the name of Mark Zuckerberg 

along with his roommates Eduardo Saverin, Andrew McCollum, Dustin 

Moskovitz, and Chris Hughes. All five became known as the founders of 

Facebook. Facebook has been around for 12 years and within those 12 

years it has grown to become one of the most used apps. The question 

many people ask is Can sharing pictures or other information on Facebook 

be harmful towards us? The article titled The Dangers of Facebook 

Oversharing by the site lifewire states that “nearly every aspect of your life 

is potentially on display for stalkers to follow.” 1 Every time we posted on 

Facebook we let everyone that uses the app know what we are or were 

doing, where we were and who was with us. This is information that we 

don’t want people outside our circling knowing but yet we posted it online 

for everyone to see.  

    By letting people know where are and what we were doing we put our 
self and the people we are with in danger of foul play. The article titled 
"Five Hidden Dangers of Facebook" by the newscaster CBS states that 
"And the site is constantly under attack from hackers trying to spam these 
400 million users, or harvest their data, or run other scams."2. The security 
measures Facebook has needs to be improved and made stronger so it 
can withstand these attacks and protect the information of the people on 
this site. Also in this article it states that "Your security is only as good as 

                                                           
1 Lifewire  “The Dangers of Facebook Oversharing” 
http://www.lifewire.com/dangers-of-facebook-oversharring-2487777 
2 CBSNEWS Five Hidden Dangers of Facebook 
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/five-hidden-dangers-of-facebook/2/ 



your friend's security. If someone in your network of friends has a weak 
password and his or her profile is hacked, he or she can now send you 
malware..."3.This shows how dangerous and exposed we are to the evil in 
this world with better security measures we can take steps to protect 
ourselves. Some of the ads displayed on Facebook have not gone through 
certain screenings therefore malware that is able to pass undetected can 
put us in danger too. In the article it states "Anything you do on Facebook 
can and may be used against you in a court of law. Lawyers absolutely love 
Facebook because it helps greatly in establishing a person's character and 
where and when something took place."4. This goes against our rights as 
people to say what we want. In the article "The Pros and Cons of 
Facebook" by the site called PureSight they states "It can hurt their 
future: kids can post regrettable information or photos that will be 
discovered by college admissions or potential employers in the future. 
Once information goes online, it never goes away."5. One post on 
something so exposed as Facebook can ruin our lives if were not careful 
about the things we say.Also in the article it states "Whose image is it 
anyway? Once your child uploads an image to Facebook, it becomes 
public and anyone can download and misuse that image.".When we post 
photos of anything people can save those photos and misuse them. Also it 
states "Facebook transcends all physical boundaries, and lets your kids 
connect with far away friends and distant family. Your kids can easily be 
informed about what goes in the world. 
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